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Colorno to Modena By train 6 € (use app  or ) 

SETA urban transport in Modena 6-Courses 8 € or single use urban ticket is 1,50 € (use app  or buy 
tickets Tabacchi shops in Modena or SETA ticket vending machines)  

 
 
Book Modena guided Tour : info@modenatur.it also Tel +39 059 220022 (10 € walking tour, 1 day) 
https://www.visitmodena.it/en/activities/art-and-culture-experiences/modena-city-tour-walking-tour  
 
The “C’Entro in Bici” Bike-Share Service 
“C’Entro in Bici” is a free bike-share service operated by the City of Modena and allows the use of a bicycle for 
a maximum of three consecutive days. To use a ride-share bike, fill out a registration form at the Tourist 
Information Office at No. 14 Piazza Grande, pay a €20 deposit, and provide a license, passport, or other 
identity document. You’ll receive a numbered key that allows you to pick up your bicycle at any of the bike racks 
located in various places around the city. Bicycles may be used only between the hours of 7:00am and midnight 
and must be returned by midnight to the same place where they were picked up. 
 
Acetaia Giuseppe Giusti (train ride from Modena to Quatro ville and walk 15 minutes) 
Strada Quattro Ville, 52, 41123, Modena, 059 840135, (visit free- by appointment), Orari: Sabato 10:00 - 17:00 

   
Enter the world of Balsamic Vinegar and retrace the history of the oldest Acetaia in Modena by visiting the Giusti 

Museum and the Ancient Acetaia. A journey that tells the story of Balsamic Vinegar, of the Giusti family and 

activity and of the city of Modena through the priceless heritage of objects and historical documents belonging to 

the Giusti family since 1605: from the traditional tools used by the master vinegar makers to medals and diplomas 

obtained during the Great Exhibitions of the end of the 19th century, from the first bottles and labels designed at 

the beginning of the 20th century to the secular barrels dating back to the 1700s and 1800s. The Giusti Museum 
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and the Antiche Acetaie can be visited free of charge every day, by appointment. At the end of the visit, a pure 

tasting of the Giusti Balsamic Vinegar collections is foreseen, to appreciate their differences, different aging and 

versatility. 

Acetaia di Giorgio 

Via Sandro Cabassi, 67, 41100 Modena MO, +39059333015, http://www.acetaiadigiorgio.it/ 

   
Acetaia di Giorgio, the former residence of the 14 Barbieri brothers, preserves under its ancient roof in the heart 

of Modena all the charm and seduction of ancient rites and a centuries-old tradition. From the exclusive family use 

of yesteryear, today Giorgio, Giovanna and Carlotta Barbieri have extended this delicious pleasure to those who 

wish to savour the incomparable flavour of the best Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena. 

Piazza Grande (UNESCO heritage) 
Piazza Grande, 41121, Modena, Italia 

 

It has always been the beating heart of Modena, beautifully framed by the Cathedral, the Ghirlandina tower and 

the airy portico of the Town Hall, historical symbols of the city's political and religious institutions. The strong 

civil vocation of the square is still witnessed today by the presence of the Pietra ringadora, a huge stone boulder 

used in the communal age as a stage for oratories who "harangued" the crowd and as a stone of dishonor for 

insolvent debtors. 

Ghirlandina - World Heritage Site 

Piazza della Torre, 41121, Modena Italia 

  

Next to the apse of the Cathedral, with its 89.32 meters, the Ghirlandina tower, the symbol of the city of Modena, 

projects upwards. The Ghirlandina was baptized by the Modenese with this nickname for the double round of 

balustrades that crown the spire, “as graceful as garlands”. Built as the bell tower of the Cathedral, the tower has 

nevertheless played an important civic function since its origins: the sound of its bells marked the times of the life 

of the city, signaled the opening of the gates of the walls and summoned the population in situations of alarm and 

danger. Its mighty walls guarded the so-called “Sacristy” of the Municipality, where the coffers, public deeds and 

objects of high symbolic value such as the famous fourteenth-century “Secchia rapita” (now exhibited here in 

copy) were kept. 

http://www.acetaiadigiorgio.it/
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Palazzo Ducale di Modena 

41121 Modena MO, used as Accademia Militare di Modena. 

 
The Ducal Palace of Modena was the seat of the Este Court, of the Duchy of Modena and Reggio, between the 

17th and 19th centuries; later, since the unification of Italy, the Palace has housed the prestigious Military Academy 

of Modena and a precious Library (which can be consulted on application to the Military Academy Headquarters). 

The edifice is one of the most important princely palaces of the seventeenth century, was constructed from 1634 

onwards on the site of the ancient Este castle, which in the Middle Ages was located on the edge of the city. 

Museo Enzo Ferrari  

Via Paolo Ferrari, 85, 41121 Modena, +39 0594397979, biglietteriamef@ferrari.com, April/Settembre: 9.30 - 19.00 

  
 

Parco Enzo Ferrari 

Viale Italia, 41126 Modena MO, http://www.modenaparchi.com/parco-enzo-ferrari-modena.html 

   
Park open since 1991 with 5 playgrounds, a pond, volleyball court, football pitch and an amphitheatre. The concert 

held by singer-songwriter Vasco Rossi on 1 July 2017 in Modena, Italy, to self-celebrate his 40 years of musical 

activity. The event, hosted at the Enzo Ferrari Park, holds the world record for the concert with the highest number 

of paying spectators, with 225,173 tickets issued, of which 5,000 were free.  

 

Duomo di Modena 

Corso Duomo, 41121 Modena MO, 059 216078, Orari: Sabato  07:30-12:30 ⋅ Riapre alle ore 15:30-19:00 

    
June 9, 1099 represents a very important date for the city of Modena. On that day the first stone of the Modena 

Cathedral was laid, a splendid example of Romanesque art that amazed contemporaries, and which still continues 

to surprise for its extraordinary beauty and originality. A contemporary chronicle, the Relatio de innovatione 

ecclesiae Sancti Geminiani ..., informs us that the choice of the architect was made by miraculous divine inspiration: 
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the clergy and citizens of Modena entrusted the task of designing the Cathedral to Lanfranco, who gave life to a 

new and daring architecture, which formed a model for the Romanesque art that flourished after him. 

 

Panini Motor Museum 

Str. Corletto Sud, 320, 41123 Modena MO, Tel: +39 059 5962181, Orari: Saturday open 09:00-12:30  

   
It is a private museum displaying a collection of vintage cars, mainly Maserati but also other marques, located in 

Modena in Emilia Romagna, owned by Umberto Panini since 1997. Umberto Panini started as a worker at Maserati 

and then moved to Argentina. In 1997 Maserati was sold to the Fiat group and a series of 23 classic Maserati cars 

were purchased by Umberto. In 1997 Umberto Panini decided to set up an exhibition space on a farm near 

Modena, where he produces and sells parmesan cheese, to display his collection of vehicles and cars. 

 

Museo della figurina 

Corso Canalgrande 103 Palazzo Santa Margherita, 41121, Modena Italia, Saturday Open 11:00-19:00 

https://www.fmav.org/fondazione/storia/museo-della-figurina/  

   
This unique museum was founded in 2006 thanks to the collection of small colour prints donated in 1992 to the 

Municipality of Modena by the Modenese entrepreneur Giuseppe Panini, founder in 1961, together with his 

brothers. 

 

Palazzo dei Musei  

Via Lazzaro Spallanzani, 1, 42121 Reggio Emilia RE, Telefono: 0522 456477 

   
The Palazzo dei Musei is a building in Modena. It currently houses the Este Galleries, the Civic Museum, the 

Municipal Historical Archive and the Library of Art History "Luigi Poletti". 

 

Galleria Estense 

Aperto ora: 08:30 - 19:30, Largo Porta Sant'Agostino 337 Palazzo dei Musei, 41121, Modena Italia 

   
The Galleria Estense comprises four halls and sixteen exhibition rooms dedicated to the conspicuous artistic 

heritage accumulated by the Dukes of Este since the glorious years of the Ferrarese seigniory. Among the most 

https://www.fmav.org/fondazione/storia/museo-della-figurina/
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important works are La Pietà by Cima da Conegliano, the Madonna and Child by Correggio, the Portrait of 

Francesco I d'Este by Velázquez, the Triptych by El Greco, the marble bust of Francesco I d'Este by Bernini and 

the Crucifix by Guido Reni. 

 

Fontana dei due fiumi 

Largo G. Garibaldi, 41124 Modena MO, +390592032660 

    
The two figures, one female and one male, symbolise the river Secchia and the river Panaro respectively. The jets 

of water are each directed towards their respective riverbeds. The fountain is the work of the Modenese sculptor 

Giuseppe Graziosi and was activated on 25 July 1938. 

  

Chiesa di Sant'Agostino 

Indirizzo: Via Reverberi, 1, 42121 Reggio Emilia RE, Telefono: 0522 439925 

    
The church of Sant'Agostino is a religious building in Modena. The church, overlooking the wide homonymous, 

is located in the western part of the historic centre, bounded by Viale Vittorio Veneto and Viale Berengario. Owned 

by the municipality of Modena, was granted in use to the parish of St. Augustine and St. Barnabas. 

 

Teatro Comunale Luciano Pavarotti: Fondazione Teatro Comunale di Modena 

Via del Teatro, 8, 41121 Modena MO, 059 203 3020, https://teatrocomunalemodena.it/ 

    
The Teatro Comunale Luciano Pavarotti is the main opera house in the city of Modena. Designed in 1838 and 

inaugurated on October 2, 1841, it was built by Francesco Vandelli, architect of the court of Duke Francesco IV 

of Modena. The original name, Teatro dell'Illustrissima Comunità, later changed to Teatro Comunale. In 2007 it 

was named after Luciano Pavarotti. Since January 2002 the management of the theatre has been entrusted to the 

Fondazione Teatro Comunale di Modena. 

 

Mercato Albinelli: Via Luigi Albinelli, 13, 41121, Modena Italia 

    

https://teatrocomunalemodena.it/
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The Albinelli Market is a covered market located in the historic centre of Modena. It is one of Italy's monuments 

of national historic interest. The covered market was inaugurated on 28 October 1931. At the centre of the market 

was a fountain called Fanciullina con canestro di fiori, by the sculptor Giuseppe Graziosi. 

 

Maserati Showroom Modena 

Via Divisione Acqui, 19, 41121 Modena MO, +39059590511 

   
The 'Showroom Tour' programme includes free guided tours (booking required). Visitors and enthusiasts will be 

able to get a close-up view of the Maserati range of cars on display in the 'loop', the semi-suspended ring designed 

by Israeli architect Ron Arad. It will also be possible to appreciate a historical diorama, personalise one's favourite 

car model using the modern car configurator and enter the Maserati Store. 

 

 

Osteria Francescana- Ristorante of Chef Massimo Bottura 

Via Stella, 22, 41121 Modena MO, 059 223912 

   
Osteria Francescana, a three-star Michelin restaurant in Modena. The tradition of Italian cuisine by hef Massimo 

Bottura. 


